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Chapter 5

Rigidly cross-linked networks:

Large strain response

Based on: G. Žagar, P.R. Onck and E. Van der Giessen, “Elasticity of Rigidly Cross-

Linked Networks of Athermal Filaments”, Macromolecules, 44, pp. 7026—7033, (2011)

It is known that the response of actin networks cross-linked by stiff proteins

is characterized by two distinct regimes: (i) a linear stress-strain response for

small deformations and (ii) a power-law relation between elastic shear modulus and

stress with an exponent 3/2 for large deformations. Recently, the same power-law

dependence has been observed in ionically cross-linked networks of intermediate

filaments (Yao et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2010b), which suggests that this scaling may

be generic for networks, at least within a range of filament properties.

A continuum network model based on the mechanical response of free-standing

single filaments (MacKintosh et al., 1995; Storm et al., 2005) associates the 3/2

exponent in the strain hardening scaling law to the entropy of the thermally fluctu-

ating filaments. In this view, the network is considered as a collection of randomly

oriented thermal semi-flexible polymers that are deforming by affine stretching.

However, the assumption that the microscopic deformation of the network is affine

is rather controversial, primarily because of numerical studies that clearly show

strong non-affine trends (Onck et al., 2005; Huisman et al., 2007; Hatami-Marbini

and Picu, 2008; Huisman et al., 2008). In addition, once the filament is cross-linked

into the network, its thermal fluctuations are expected to be somewhat suppressed

due to constraints imposed by the cross-links (Ghosh et al., 2007), especially when

the length of sections between cross-links is small (Tharmann et al., 2007; Yao
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et al., 2010).

In this chapter, the elastic properties of discrete 3D isotropic networks of cross-

linked filaments are studied at large strains. The considered networks comprise

short and straight fiber sections, thus the thermal filament behavior is not ac-

counted. The cross-links are considered as being very stiff, i.e. the so-called rigidly

cross-linked limit (RCL), so that the network behavior is dominated by the me-

chanical properties of the filamentous constituent. The response of the network

is obtained from large simple shear simulations, as described in § 2.3. The en-

semble average macroscopic stress-strain response T(Γ) of a set of seven to ten

random realizations generated for each triplet (cf , l0, lc), is calculated by averaging

the realization responses at a constant stress level. The average network shear

modulus G as a function of strain Γ follows from the stress-strain response T(Γ),

i.e. G = ∂T/∂Γ. All large strain simulations presented in this chapter are limited

to the strain level at which the axial stress in a filament element exceeds the actin

filament strength of ≈ 300 pN (Liu and Pollack, 2002).

It will be shown that the simulated networks exhibit nonlinear strain stiffening

characterized by a 3/2 power law. Since the network model does not include

the entropic filament behavior, it is argued that the strain stiffening in networks

fundamentally comes from the network microstructure. In particular, the strain-

stiffening is due to the stretching-out of percolating and nearly fully-extended stress

paths in the network. In addition, it will be shown that the strain at the onset of

the strain-stiffening regime only depends on the network connectivity.

5.1 Scaling the nonlinear response

The nonlinearity of the network response is commonly demonstrated by plotting

the instantaneous shear modulus normalized by the initial stiffness, G̃ = G/G0,

versus the macroscopic shear strain Γ or the macroscopic shear stress T. If the

onset of the nonlinear dependence of G̃ on strain Γ or stress T is denoted by

the “critical strain” Γc or “critical stress” Tc respectively, the plot of G̃ against

Γ/Γc or T/Tc often collapses the network response onto a master curve, as seen in

many experiments (Gardel et al., 2004a,b; Lin et al., 2010b). The master curves,

obtained in this way, are an indication of universal network behavior. Conversely,

the nonlinear behavior of a specific network can be predicted from these master

curves if G0, Γc and/or Tc are known.

The scaling relation in equation (4.4) reveals that the initial network response

G0 is a function of κf, ξ, lc and l0 (or the function ñX(l̃0)). At large strains, the net-

work modulus G might also depend on those parameters so that after scaling with
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Figure 5.1. Scaling the response of RCL networks. a, The ensemble averaged macro-
scopic stress—strain curves for generated network sets with connectivity ñX: ≈ 0.17 (♦),
≈ 0.4 (4) and ≈ 0.5 (�) and various values of the filament concentration cf in mg/mL:
1 (solid); 1.5 (dashed); 2 (dash-dotted); 2.5 (dotted). b, The corresponding normalized
elastic shear modulus, G̃ = G/G0, as a function of strain Γ.

G0, some of these dependencies in G̃ might drop out, fully or partially. Because

of normalization with G0, the scaled modulus G̃ obviously becomes independent

of the filament bending stiffness κf . Since the mesh size is uniquely defined by

the total concentration of filaments in the RVE, i.e., ξ ∝ 1/
√
cf as shown in from

equation (3.9), we hypothesize that G̃ does not depend on ξ in another way then

contained in G0 through (4.4). To confirm this, Figure 5.1 shows the scaled net-

work modulus as a function of strain for ñX ≈ 0.17 (diamond), 0.4 (triangle) and

0.5 (square), and for different values of cf . As suggested in Figure 5.1b, the re-

sponses G̃(Γ) for constant ñX and different cf are indistinguishable within the error

bars, thus confirming our hypothesis. Accounting for all scaled out parameters,

G̃(Γ) depends only on the network connectivity ñX(l̃0).

5.2 Master curves

Figure 5.2 shows large strain responses for several network sets. Initially, the

network response to shear is linear, up to the critical stress Tc or critical strain Γc,

after which the response becomes highly nonlinear (Figure 5.2a and Figure 5.2b). If

the normalized network shear modulus G̃ is plotted against the macroscopic stress

T (Figure 5.2c), we find that the nonlinear part is characterized by a power-law

dependence with exponent 3/2, i.e., G̃ ∝ T3/2. Subsequently, from Figure 5.2c, the
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Figure 5.2. Ensemble averaged nonlinear behavior of RCL networks at large strain. a,
Macroscopic shear stress T as a function of macroscopic shear strain Γ. Corresponding
elastic network shear modulus G = ∂T/∂Γ as a function of: b, strain Γ and c, stress
T. d, After scaling the network modulus G by G0 and stress T by critical stress Tc all
data collapse onto a master curve. The master curve represented by the function G̃(T̃)
for T̃ ≥ 1 in (5.1) with a = 0.1 is shown in red. The symbols correspond to the network
connectivity ñX: ≈ 0.17 (♦), ≈ 0.25 (×), ≈ 0.4 (M), ≈ 0.5 (�), ≈ 0.6 (B), ≈ 0.65 (C),
≈ 0.75 (O).
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critical stress Tc for each data set is determined as the stress at the onset of the

nonlinearity, i.e., Tc = G0Γc. After this, as shown in Figure 5.2d, normalization

of stress with the extracted Tc values, collapses all the data onto a single master

curve. This master curve can be described by

G̃(T̃) =

 1, T̃ ≤ 1

1 + a
(

T̃− 1
)3/2

, T̃ ≥ 1
, (5.1)

with T̃ = T/Tc and a universal constant a, that for the material parameters

representing filamentous actin, is found to be a = 0.1. The corresponding other

two master curves, namely G̃(Γ̃) and T̃(Γ̃) shown with symbols in Figure 5.3a

and Figure 5.3b respectively, can be found by rescaling the strain axis with the

corresponding critical strain, Γ̃ = Γ/Γc, obtained from the corresponding T—Γ

curve shown in Figure 5.2a, i.e. Tc = T(Γc). The analytical expressions for the

master curves G̃(Γ̃) and T̃(Γ̃) can be derived as follows.

For the master curve G̃(Γ̃), or rather its inverse, Γ̃(G̃), we start by solving T/Tc

from equation (5.1). Differentiation with respect to G and using Tc = G0Γc gives

dT

dG
=

2Γc

3a2/3

(
G

G0
− 1

)−1/3

. (5.2)

Substitution of dT/dG in the definition of the shear modulus, G = dT/dΓ =

(dT/dG)(dG/dΓ), leads to the differential equation

dΓ

Γc
=

2

3a2/3

1

G

(
G

G0
− 1

)−1/3

dG , (5.3)

which when integrated over the nonlinear region of the network response,

1

Γc

∫ Γ

Γc

dΓ′ =
2

3a2/3

∫ G

G0

1

G′

(
G′

G0
− 1

)−1/3

dG′ , (5.4)

gives the master curve G̃(Γ̃) in inverse form,

Γ̃(G̃) = 1 +
2

3a2/3

{
π
√

3

6
+
√

3 arctan
2(G̃− 1)1/3 − 1√

3
+

+ log

√
1− (G̃− 1)1/3 + (G̃− 1)2/3

1 + (G̃− 1)1/3

}
, G̃ ≥ 1.

(5.5)
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Figure 5.3. The master curves. a, G̃(Γ̃) and b, T̃(Γ̃). Red lines are function plots
according to equations (5.5) and (5.7) with a = 0.1. The symbols correspond to the
network sets shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.3a confirms that the equation (5.5) with a = 0.1 agrees well with the

results from the finite element simulations.

The master curve for Γ̃ as a function of T̃ is obtained in a similar way. By

combining the definition for the shear modulus G = dT/dΓ, the master curve

G̃(T̃) and the relation Tc = G0Γc, we directly obtain the differential equation

dΓ

Γc
=

dT

Tc

[
1 + a

(
T

Tc
− 1

)3/2
] , (5.6)

which after integration in the nonlinear region yields

Γ̃(T̃) = 1 +
π
√

3

9a2/3
+

1

3a2/3

[
2
√

3 arctan
2a1/3

√
T̃− 1− 1√

3
+

+ log
1− a1/3

√
T̃− 1 + a2/3

(
T̃− 1

)
(

1 + a1/3
√

T̃− 1
)2

]
, T̃ ≥ 1.

(5.7)

The plot of equation (5.7) with a = 0.1 also agrees with the master curve obtained

from the network simulations, as shown in the Figure 5.3b.
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5.3 Origin of strain-stiffening

To understand the origin of network stiffening, it is instructive to look at the

microstructure of the network as it is sheared. Figure 5.4c—Figure 5.4e show a

view through a deformed network with connectivity ñX ≈ 0.34 and a superimposed

color map of the normalized axial stress. Three snapshots near the critical point

are shown, as indicated in Figure 5.4a.

The initial linear network response, captured by expression (4.4), is governed

by bending and reorientation of the network sections (Onck et al., 2005; Huisman

et al., 2007). At small shear strains (Figure 5.4c), a few axially stressed sections are

present, separated from each other by low stressed network regions. As the strain

is increased (Figure 5.4d), bending and reorientation of sections cause the number

of highly stressed sections to increase. This eventually leads to the formation of an

oriented axial stress path, of filament sections that percolates through the network

(appearing in thick red in Figure 5.4d and Figure 5.4e). Once the stress path is

formed, further shearing mainly increases the axial stress of the sections in the

path, while the path itself extends and straightens (Figure 5.4e). The increase of

the axial stress in these sections emerges as the dominant load carrying part of

the network (Figure 5.4e). Therefore, while it is the collective bending of filament

sections that is responsible for the linear network response at small strains, the

network stiffening and the transition to the 3/2 power-law region are caused by the

localized formation and stretching of undulated paths comprising highly axially

loaded sections. The stress paths in networks of relatively low connectivity are

commonly found as a single percolation (see Figure 5.4d and Figure 5.4e), while

for networks of higher connectivity several interconnected stress paths may form

a supportive frame. The concept of a supportive network frame that emerges

with shearing of the network has also been observed by Kim et al. (2009b) in MD

simulations of actin networks.

In agreement with Figure 5.4b, the pulling-out of the stress path undulations is

a process dominated by the bending energy. The axial energy becomes significant

only for very high stress where rupture of the filaments is expected. The torsional

energy contributes only up to ∼ 15% in the small strain linear regime; as soon as

the network starts to stiffen with the 3/2 power law, the torsional energy begins

to vanish.

Since the percolating stress path dominates the overall stress response, it can

be considered alone and isolated from the rest of the network. For networks of

lower connectivity where the stress path is just a single percolation through the

network, the stress path is a static undulated filament. The straightening-out of

a stress path therefore, is mechanically equivalent to the stretching of undulated
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Figure 5.5. Simple shear of a box containing a single filament.

athermal filaments which has been shown (van Dillen et al., 2008) to exhibit the

same asymptotic behavior as thermally undulating filaments (MacKintosh et al.,

1995; Storm et al., 2005). This observation allows for the following simple model

that captures the 3/2 power-law scaling noted above in Figure 5.2.

Consider a single, athermal yet undulated filament through a box of size W 3, as

sketched in Figure 5.5 (it is sufficient to consider the projection of the percolation

onto the shear plane). As the box is sheared by a displacement u, the filament

stretches, so that at the moment when the macroscopic shear strain is Γ = u/W

the filament of contour length L with end-to-end distance r is oriented at angle

β. The macroscopic shear stress is determined by the component fx of the pulling

force fr in the direction of shear, i.e. T = fx/W
2. The corresponding shear

modulus G = ∂T/∂Γ behaves as G ∝ dfx/du = (dfx/dr)(dr/du). From the

geometry shown in Figure 5.5, dr = du sinβ and fx = fr sinβ. Typically once

the 3/2 power-low region sets in (Figure 5.4d), the network rapidly stiffens so that

the change of the filament orientation with shear is very small and the angle β

can be considered as constant. For constant β, dfx = dfr sinβ. Thus, the strain

dependence of the macroscopic shear modulus G is mainly governed by the filament

response, i.e.

G ∝ dfr

dr
. (5.8)

The excess length stored in filament undulations, or the slack S, is the difference

between the filament contour length and its current end-to-end distance, i.e. S =

L − r. Since the force fr in the undulated filament close to its full extension

(S → 0) is diverging with S according to fr ∝ 1/S2 (van Dillen et al., 2008),

in the same manner as in the worm-like chain model, we find that G ∝ 1/S3.

In terms of the macroscopic stress T, the shear modulus behaves as G ∝ T3/2

since T ∝ fx ∝ fr ∝ 1/S2. Thus, from the analogy between percolating network

stress paths and undulated filaments, the exponent 3/2 in the stress dependence
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Figure 5.6. Critical point. a, Critical strain Γc as a function of l̃0. The solid line is
a fit of the expected scaling according to (5.9) with proportionality constant ≈ 0.01. b,
Critical stress scaled by the initial network shear modulus Tc/G0 as a function of critical
strain Γc. The dashed line shows the expected dependence Tc/G0 = Γc. The symbols
are the data obtained from the networks in Figure 5.2.

of the nonlinear network response in Figure 5.2 originates from the pulling-out of

undulations in the nearly extended stress paths and the diverging dependence of

the pulling force on the slack.

5.4 Critical point

The existence of a master curve, as shown e.g. in Figure 5.2, suggests that Tc

and Γc are somehow related to connectivity. Since Tc itself is a function of Γc by

definition, we only have to consider the relationship between the critical strain Γc

and the connectivity. The critical strains Γc for the data sets of Figure 5.2 are

shown in Figure 5.6a as a function of the connectivity parameter l̃0.

Using the expression (5.1) proposed for the master curve G̃(T̃), we now derive

a theoretical scaling for Γc versus l̃0 as follows. First we note that from the linear

region of the network response (Γ ≤ Γc), it follows that the shear modulus at

the critical point is close to the initial network response, G/G0 ≈ 1 and that

Tc = G0Γc. On the other hand, from the functional form of the master curve G̃(T̃)

introduced in equation (5.1), the stress dependent shear modulus can be found

as G = G0 + aG0/Tc
3/2(T− Tc)3/2. Assuming that aG0/Tc

3/2 is independent of

connectivity ñX and by using Tc = G0Γc, the initial shear modulus is thus expected

to scale with critical strain as G0 ∝ Γ−3
c . In Figure 5.1 it was shown that the
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normalized shear modulus is only a function of strain and connectivity, G̃(Γ; ñX);

therefore, rescaling the strain by Γc leads to the master curve G̃(Γ̃). Since the

master curve G̃(Γ̃) has to be independent of connectivity ñX (see equation (5.5)),

the dependence on ñX in G̃(Γ; ñX) has to arise from Γc, i.e., Γc is a function of

connectivity ñX only. Combining G0 ∝ ñ
5/2
X (see Figure 4.1), and G0 ∝ Γ−3

c ,

it follows that Γc ∝ ñ
−5/6
X . Replacing ñX with ñX(l̃0) form (3.2) we expect the

following scaling for Γc vs. l̃0:

Γc ∝

(
l̃0 − 3

l̃0 − 1

)−5/3

. (5.9)

This trend is indeed captured very well by the numerical data in Figure 5.6. From

the same figure, it can be seen that with increasing network connectivity, Γc shifts

to smaller values. In the limit of high connectivity l̃0 → ∞, the critical strain Γc

is bounded from below by the proportionality constant in (5.9) being equal to ≈
0.01. In addition, Figure 5.6b confirms the expected relation for the critical stress,

Tc = G0Γc. Finally, Figure 5.6 and the agreement of the data with (5.9) justifies

the earlier assumption that aG0/Tc
3/2 is independent of the network connectivity

ñX.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented the results of a numerical study on 3D isotropic

networks of rigidly cross-linked athermal filaments under large shear.

When sheared to large strains, the network exhibits a response with a mod-

ulus G that is independent of strain Γ up to the critical point, after which it

becomes nonlinear and is characterized by a power-law dependence of the network

modulus on macroscopic stress as G ∝ T3/2. The universal nonlinear behavior

of the networks was captured by carrying out the appropriate normalization, i.e.

G/G0, Γ/Γc and T/Tc. The master curves as well as the exponent 3/2 are in good

agreement with the experiments performed on various in vitro networks of rigidly

cross-linked filaments (Gardel et al., 2004a; Lin et al., 2010b).

Interestingly, the distorted microstructure of the network during deformation

revealed that the nonlinear network response is dominated by nearly fully extended

percolating paths comprised of axially stressed sections. Contrary to the linear net-

work response that originates from the collective reorientation and bending of all

network sections, strain stiffening of networks is governed by highly localized phe-

nomena. From the analogy between the stress paths and undulated filaments, the
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force required to stretch nearly fully extended stress paths is inversely proportional

with the square of the stress path slack, which directly explains the exponent 3/2

found for the stiffness scaling.

There is an immediate similarity between undulations in network stress paths

and thermal undulations in that the tensile response of both diverges as the slack

is pulled-out; it is this that allows interpretation of the network response in terms

of single filament mechanics. However, there is also a distinct physical difference.

While thermal undulations arise from the filament interacting with its environment,

the slack of the network stress paths emerges purely from the network microstruc-

ture.

The critical strain Γc is found to be an intrinsic property of the network mi-

crostructure and depends on its connectivity. The shift of Γc with increasing

network connectivity towards smaller values, as shown in Figure 5.6, qualitatively

corresponds to the experimentally-observed trend that Γc decreases with increas-

ing concentration of cross-linking proteins (Tharmann et al., 2007). This trend is

expected, since the consequence of increasing the concentration of the cross-linking

proteins is that more cross-links are made per filament because of which the mean

section length lc becomes smaller and the network connectivity higher.

This result presented in this chapter, together with the results from Chap-

ter 3 and Chapter 4 provide a complete description for the mechanical behavior of

rigidly cross-linked networks, thereby emphasizing the importance of the network

microstructure for the mechanical behavior. The ways in which the microstructure

is influencing the network response is found to be key in matching the experimen-

tally observed trends, both qualitatively and quantitatively.


